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T

he arrival of the Spring edition of Vintage and Classic
normally heralds the arrival of the true flying ‘season’
for most of us. Of course there are plenty of hardy souls
who have braced themselves in the chill weather and even I
understand, some who fly aeroplanes with heaters and
roofs. They may one day catch on!
Snow-blanketed airfields and following that the blustering
winds, kept many VAC members in their hangars during
the first months of the year. Certainly the VAC’s optimism
regarding winter weather wasn’t rewarded for our first two
“Fly-Ins” at Sywell and Old Sarum.
Not that they were failures. As you’ll read from Paul
Loveday’s report, there was an excellent turnout by road,
and plenty to see and do at the Snowball Rally. Meanwhile
the Old Sarum Flying Club tea and cakes (and in John
Broad’s case a mammoth Sunday roast) kept those who
turned out for the Valentines Rally, well occupied.
The Old Sarum ‘Drive In’ gave an opportunity for us to
catch up with Nigel Barratt of the Luscombe Club and
accept his generous invitation to join them on the weekend
of 10-12 August at their International Luscombe Weekend
at Oaksey Park in Wiltshire. In return for their hospitality,
among other things, we will be vying with them on arrival
for the VAC Mo Thompson spot landing trophy, which for
various reasons we haven’t awarded in recent years.
Should be fun!

In addition to our traditional events in the next few weeks
at Turweston and Fenland, more new dates for your diary
will come in June. On the weekend of 16-17 June, we have
been invited to join the Pietenpol Club to make their fly-in
weekend at Bicester a truly vintage event and on 30th June
and 1st July the VAC will host its “International” Fly In
(well, it is over water) at Bembridge on the Isle of Wight.
The island’s two remaining airfields, Bembridge and
Sandown have had some difficult times of late, so on a
recent ‘recce’ trip it was great to receive such a warm
welcome from the Vectis Gliding Club, who now run
Bembridge and will be our hosts.

01993-891226
robstobo@stonesfield.f9.co.uk

The aim of the Vintage Aircraft Club is to provide a focal body for owners, pilots and enthusiasts of
vintage and classic light aircraft by arranging fly-ins and other events for the benefit of its members.
The Vintage Aircraft Club is affiliated to the Light Aircraft Association and supports the General
Aviation Awareness Council.
Vintage and Classic is the quarterly newsletter of the Vintage Aircraft Club and as such is a privately produced
magazine. The views contained within its pages do not necessarily reflect those of the Editor or the Vintage Aircraft Club. The magazine is free to members, but £5.00 when purchased separately.
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NEW YEAR, NEW CHALLENGES
An equally enthusiastic welcome was received from the
staff of the famous Propeller Inn, right next to the airfield.
Guess where our evening barbeque will be held? We
should have the makings of a fantastic weekend.
Later this summer the London 2012 Olympics will of
course have their impact, both on the ground and in the air.
The main restriction will cover the Olympic period from
14 July to 15 August, while a separate, smaller airspace
restriction will cover the Paralympic Games from 16
August to 12 September.
There certainly is no shortage of information available
from the CAA, NATS, TRANSEC and many other
organisations on the restrictions and how access to the
various zones, based on receipt of flight plans, will work.
For heaven’s sake, do take time to read them!
It is clear that the restrictions will be rigorously enforced.
Forget mere prosecution. Any pilot breaching the ‘no fly’
zones could even find themselves being the subject of an
interception by a Typhoon jet or an Apache gunship
helicopter!
Not only that, any pilot who does misguidedly cause panic
by bumbling into a restricted area is liable to do untold
damage to light aviation’s cause. Imagine the field day that
tabloid headline writers would have should such an
incident occur. Please don’t let it be one of us.
One final plea: Please send our Vice Chairman Paul
Loveday your up-to-date e-mail address. Sometimes we get
news and invitations to events which we simply can’t
circulate by post and if your e-mail address is out of date,
you risk missing out. Drop Paul an e-mail now to
paulloveday48@hotmail.co.uk right now!

Steve Slater

From the Hangar-Troll

T

he club’s annual dinner was as you will read a very
successful and enjoyable event, with an excellent
guest speaker, which more than made up for the effects of
the weather on our first two events.
The flying season is now well upon us and with the usual
resetting of the clocks at the end of this month we will start
to enjoy the (hopefully) longer hours of daylight. These
extra hours will hopefully mean that we shall see many of
you at our events, which we hope will develop into both a
flying and social meeting of kindred spirits.

I know the awards have only just been made but should
you see or come across anything during the year that you
think is worthy of recognition then send me an email.
As you will see both above and on the members notices
page I need up to date emails please. These are to be sent
to my Hotmail address from which I can send bulk emails
with late notification of events, so if do not have your
current email you may miss out of something you would
enjoy.
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SIXTY YEARS OF ENTHUSIASM

Members Notices

I

Its that time again!

J

ust a short reminder that your annual subscription to the club is due on the 1st April 2012. I have included a renewal
reminder which only applies to those who do not pay by Standing Order. For those of you who do pay by this method can
you please ensure that the S.O. is for the sum of £20.00. The next magazine is due during June and it will only be sent to those
who have renewed in full. If you are not sure please email me and I will reply by return.

t is amazing that it was sixty years since the seeds of our
movement were sown. In November 1951, in response to
two letters which appeared by coincidence on the same day
in the then weekly Flight magazine. A subsequent telephone
call between 22 year-old flying instructor David Ogilvy and
BEA Captain Ron Gillman, led to a number of enthusiasts
gathered around a warming fire in the clubhouse at White
Waltham.
Outside, according to a contemporary report were “an
assortment of old and crusted aircraft and cars” including
Hornet and Puss Moths, Aeronca 100 G-AEUW from
Farnborough and G-ABEE, Ron Gillman’s Avro Avian.

E-mail addresses.

I

Magazine Pictures

Vintage or Classic

David’s exploits with the Mosquito were to extend from the
late forties into the 1960s, flying some of the last survivors
of the breed to generate sound-effects for the film 633
Squadron. However those tales must wait for another
edition of Vintage News, as David had gained other old
aeroplanes to play with.
In addition to his operational flying, David was also
working as a civilian instructor on Piper L-4 Cubs at “a very
pleasant grass aerodrome known as Gatwick” and while
with Number 58 Squadron at Benson, he purloined the
unit’s ‘hack’ Tiger Moth. “Few of the pilots at the time
seemed interested in flying these machines, so personal
greed was easy to satisfy” grins David. “I treated the
aeroplane as my own and even for a while had it converted
to a single seater for air racing”.

sent out an email in respect of the Snowball and Valentine meetings to all those I have addresses for, and over 20 were
returned as unrecognised. Can I ask that all who did not respond to my plea in the last issue send me a blank email with the
title Vintage Aircraft Club., to paulloveday48@hotmail.co.uk. Also should you change your email in the future please let me
know.

For the wonderfully evocative period photographs accompanying the article on the early days of the Vintage Aeroplane Club,
we owe thanks to current VAC member David Whitworth and to Tony Clarke, who inherited a collection of photographs taken
by the late Gerald Lawrance in the 1940s and 50s. Since 2008, David and Tony have been painstaking scanning the images and
placing them on the Flickr website. The Flickr pages can be found at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/dwhitworth/
sets/ Congratulations on a superb effort chaps!

progressing from Tiger Moth and Harvard in the timehonoured sequence, he then faced the ultimate challenge
when instead of an Airspeed Oxford, his twin-engine
conversion was carried out by moving straight onto the de
Havilland Mosquito!

Captain Gillman was duly elected chairman, while Ogilvy
became secretary of “The Vintage Aeroplane Club”.
Six decades on, we are proud that David remains President
of the Vintage Aircraft Club. Although the two
organisations are very different in their aims and
organisation, in addition to providing a direct link from
those early beginnings, David’s enthusiasm for vintage
aeroplanes remains as sparkling as ever.

Interestingly though, aircraft such as the Cub, Tiger Moth
and Miles Magister were deemed too ‘modern’ at the time
to be eligible for the Vintage Aeroplane Club.
“The then VAC accepted only aircraft that had been out of
production since before WW2, with the sole exceptions of
the Gladiator, Hurricane and Spitfire. All justifiably, I
think” says David. “Certainly one of the attractions for the
club for me was to get my hands on an ever-more
interesting group of aeroplanes."
Among the regular attendees at the early rallies at Denham
and White Waltham were Gillman’s Avian, pre-war racers
such as the Hawk Speed Six and G-AEXF, the Percival
Mew Gull then owned by club treasurer Hugh Scrope.
There were the sole-surviving pre-war DH60 GIII Moth
Major and Cirrus Moth, Puss Moths, BA Swallows and a
number of more exotic types.

T

here is no universal definition of what constitutes a Vintage or a Classic aircraft. The VAC has always used the following
criteria. A Vintage Aircraft is one either designed or had its first flight was over 40 years prior to the current date. A Classic Aircraft is one either designed or had its first flight was over 25 years prior to the current date.

New Members.
We welcome the following new members to the Vintage Aircraft Club.
M. Boddington

Northampton

J. Bright

Wymondham

D. Jackson

Earl Shilton

C. Loveday

Banbury

J. Mann

Milton Keynes

D. Stewart

Banbury

D. Whitworth

Bishop’s Stortford

I. Whitaker-Bethel

Troston

Cover Picture:- Photo:- Bücker Bü 133C Jungmeister G-BUTX
Gary Loveday
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That passion for aeroplanes began when a Hawker Hart beat
up his school playing field. Thereafter David was a regular
fixture on the boundary of Woodley Aerodrome near
Reading, but even then, he found the three resident DH60
Moths far more attractive than the more numerous Miles
Hawk monoplanes.
“I wanted to be a pilot, nothing else would do” says David.
“As I couldn’t afford to fly privately, I therefore believed
that the RAF had a duty to accept me for training!” David
described his recruitment to the shrinking post-war Royal
Air Force as being the result of “persistent bludgeoning and
refusal to be beaten down by alternative suggestions”. After

“Neville Duke was a regular participant, bringing Hawker’s
company hacks including the Hart, Tomtit and even the
Hurricane” says David. “Vivian Bellamy would also bring
in the Gladiator, now resident at Old Warden and on one
epic occasion I was invited to fly a circuit or two at Denham
in the Bristol Fighter owned by the Shuttleworth Collection.

4

“The Bristol Fighter has perhaps the most complicated fuel
system of any aeroplane I have ever flown” says David. “I
spent most of the short flight worrying about whether I had
set all the taps and valves in the correct position. That
combined with the rarity of the aeroplane, meant I don’t
think I really enjoyed the flight until I was back in the bar
afterwards!”

The regular mainstay of club activities was the last surviving
Avro Club Cadet, G-ACHP, which the Vintage Aeroplane
Club bought for £75. A similar sum was spent obtaining the
Certificate of Airworthiness, before it was offered to
qualified members for £2.50 per hour!
“The Club Cadet had originally been fitted with an
Armstrong-Siddeley Genet Major 7-cylinder radial, but was
one of four converted pre-war by Airwork Limited to use
Gipsy Major engines” David recollects. ”It looked a little bit
wrong without the radial, but at least the Gipsy kept turning,
which Genets frequently chose not to do. “It was a gorgeous
aeroplane. A rounded wing-tip biplane with ailerons on both
top and bottom wings, which gave it a very good rate of roll.
Although built in 1933, it had adjustable seats and rudder
pedals, effective brakes, a tailwheel and a massive luggage
locker.
“It had all the better qualities of a refined aeroplane, without
losing its vintage appeal. I was more than mildly annoyed
when, on New Years Day 1956, a pilot caught the aerodrome
fence on an overshoot at Denham and tried unsuccessfully to
climb away with large lumps trailing behind the tail wheel.
Poor ‘CHP was a right-off.”

cost, operate it and race it as if it was my own, but that I
must return it to him when I was finished with it.”
Air racing was a regular part of the club’s activities, before,
as David puts it, “people decided that we should not openly
encourage owners of sole-surviving examples to belt their
valuable possessions flat-out”.
In addition to taking part in the VAC-organised “Chiltern
Hills” air races, David scored a second and two third places
in National races with the Swift, but survived a near miss
when an oil pipe on its Pobjoy radial engine burst during the
Kings Cup at Coventry. Almost blinded by the scalding oil
David landed straight ahead on the only area of grass he
could see, only later discovering he was in the middle of the
airfield! David had earlier suffered a similar experience
when racing a “rather tired” Miles Falcon, G-ADFH, which
had been loaned to him by Doug Bianchi, who maintained
many of the fledgling VAC aircraft. Although the oilcovered aeroplane made a safe landing on the now defunct
Portsmouth Airport, Bianchi later said he was reluctant to
lend David any more aeroplanes as “Ogilvy keeps leaving
bloody oil pressure all over the countryside!”
Fun as it was, the Club in its original form only lasted for
five years. Chairman Gillman was increasingly absorbed in
his role as the training Captain for BEA’s new Elizabethan
fleet, while Ogilvy having left the RAF was now fully
occupied as Chief Flying Instructor for Derby Aviation’s
flying school at Elstree. Quite simply there were not
sufficient volunteers to keep the club alive.
It would be 1963 before Aeronca and Auster owner Roy
Mills, along with eleven other like minded souls, “the twelve
apostles”, established the Vintage Aircraft Club that we
know today. David Ogilvy meantime, went on to run three
flying schools, was General Manager of the Shuttleworth
Collection at Old Warden and in 1966, helped found what
became the Aircraft Owners And Pilots Association, AOPA
UK.
Today,
approaching
birthday,
his
83rd
David still commutes
into London twice a
week to head AOPA’s
work in defending
airfields
against
planning applications,
property
developers
and the ever growing
bids to create wind
farms. He is busier
than ever, but still has
time to talk about
“our”
kind
of
aeroplanes!

Comper Swift G-ABUS, “Black Magic” was another aircraft
to be flown regularly by Ogilvy during his Vintage
Aeroplane Club years. The aeroplane’s aging owner had
made David an astonishing proposition.
Steve Slater
“The aeroplane had made its name in racing long before I
was involved, but its owner wished to see it continue to fly
in sporting events” said David. “He said I could have it at no
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Aircraft Photographs from the collection of the late Tony
Clarke and provided by VAC member David Whitworth
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2012 Snowball Rally - Sywell

T

he first event of the 2012 VAC calendar, the Snowball
Rally held at Sywell Aerodrome was greatly affected
by the weather. High winds put paid to the possibility of
any attendance. However the high winds did not deter a
large number of members attending the event by road,
some from the wilds of Norfolk, resulting in a very social
event on the day.
I think we also had a VAC first in that we had three
generations of the same family attending, including our
youngest member aged 13 yrs, another aviation enthusiast
following in the footsteps of his father and grandfather.

Matthew and Steve put on an extremely interesting display
of memorabilia connected with the BE.2c and operations
in the First World War. The sight of a 1917 map of France
showing the lines of the trenches and areas of what are
now called strategic importance marked for what would
probably reconnaissance sorties was an extremely
interesting exhibit. Both Matthew and Steve spent a great
deal of time answering numerous questions about the
aeroplane.

Matthew Boddington opened up his hangar to allow access
to the superb BE.2c replica which has been restored by
both he and our chairman Steve Slater. The original
intention was to have the aircraft displayed outside the
hangar but the wind meant that this was not possible.
The above article is reproduced with the kind permission of Flight Magazine.

PERMIT - GOOD NEWS

M

uch has been made in recent months of the intention
of de Havilland Support Limited (DHSL) to rescind
Type Certificates for de Havilland types and the Scottish
Aviation Bulldog. From 1st April, it effectively offers
owners the opportunity to switch if they wish, to the LAA
Permit to Fly Scheme.
DHSL took over all technical support for all de Havilland
types from the DH60 Moth to the DH114 Heron, from
British Aerospace in 2001. As these aircraft have aged,
DHSL inspection processes, service bulletins and repair
schemes have allowed these aircraft to continue to operate
commercially on full Certificates of Airworthiness.
In future if an operator wishes to keep a Tiger Moth,
Dragon Rapide, Chipmunk or Bulldog on a Certificate of
Airworthiness for commercial flying or flying training,
they can still do so. DHSL will set up a Type
Responsibility Agreement for a selected number of
individual aircraft, to which owners can pay to subscribe.
At the moment under the new arrangements, owners of the
less numerous DH heritage types such as DH60 Moth,
Moth Major, Puss Moth, Fox Moth, Leopard Moth, Hornet
Moth, Moth Minor and the Thruxton Jackaroo will only be
able to elect for a Permit to Fly, although that might
change if another independent company takes over the
Type
Responsibility.
Currently
Certificates
of
Airworthiness for these types will not be issued or renewed
after April 2012 as DHSL does not consider that this
remains viable, either for airworthiness or commercial
reasons.

operate on an
Airworthiness.

EASA

Restricted

Certificate

of

COMMON SENSE?

There were also items of early flying clothing which some
donned to have a photograph taken by the aeroplane and
looking the part.

For the rest, LAA’s Chief Engineer Francis Donaldson
believes it is good news: “For very many years the LAA
has campaigned for CAA to allow a dual route option with
vintage aircraft rather than being bound to the principle
that if an aircraft can be kept on a Certificate of
Airworthiness then no other options are permissible. The
change in CAA policy which came about early this year
represented a sea change in the Authority’s approach and
DHSL’s latest move springboards off this result.”

As you may be aware the aeroplane was originally built of
a film about W.E. Johns fictional hero ‘Biggles’ which
despite the aeroplane built and ready in 13 weeks was
never made. This was due to the builders of other machines
required for the film being unable to provide such
machines within the required time frame. A copy of the
original script, one of very few remaining, was on show
and could be examined.

Both the LAA and CAA demand similarly high standards
of maintenance and inspection, but one big advantage is
that the LAA allows a much higher level of owner
involvement in maintenance, under the guidance of
qualified inspectors. The LAA Engineering department is
also experienced in assessing and approving new parts
made by specialists. The CAA will only allow replacement
components to be ‘released’ parts from approved
manufacturers.
In future, private owners will be able to access increased
numbers of properly-approved newly-made parts.
Meanwhile a smaller number of fully-certificated aircraft
will make less rapid inroads on the shrinking pool of
‘released’ spares. Sounds like a welcome outbreak of
common sense?

Abi Reynolds brought a selection of the new items of
clothing which will be available to order, (See enclosed
leaflet). These are of extremely good quality and well
worth their cost.
The restaurant at Sywell looked after us very well with as
well as excellent food, copious cups of tea and coffee.
Also Bob Willies generously allowed access to his hangar
which was much appreciated by those members that made
their way round to that side of the airfield.

As you can tell despite the weather (things can only get
better) the day was a great success and it was good to see
those members that were able to attend. I know that there
were a number of you that were intending to fly in but
were unable to do so, hopefully events later in the year will
be more successful.

Report and Photographs
Slightly bizarrely, the proposal does not cover Beagle Pup
aircraft which, uniquely among the types looked after by
DHSL, are not Annex II types and must continue to
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Steve Slater

Paul Loveday
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THE INTERNATIONAL RALLY - BEMBRIDGE
30 June-01 July 2012.

OLYMPIC AIRSPACE KEEP FLYING, BUT KEEP UP TO DATE

E

nclosed with this edition of Vintage News is a copy of
the Olympic and Paralympics Games airspace
requirements, dated summer 2012. Please read this
document carefully as it is substantially different to the
previous version. The latest 1:500,000 chart was released in
March along with a free chart showing the restrictions for
the Olympic and Paralympics; make sure you buy one if you
haven’t already.

A

s the skies become ever more European it has often
been felt that perhaps we ought to reach out to our
European friends and with the recent demise of the
Sandown rally and the decision to stop holding the AngloIrish the committee have been keen to set up a new event to
encompass as much of these points as possible.

our, or the gliding club’s control. We are looking into
availability of a fuel supply at another airfield.

After a successful on-site meeting we can now give you the
details, so put it into your diary:

Visitors by road are able to camp as well (location to be
fully determined).

Bembridge Airport has been in operation on the Isle of
Wight since 1921 and has recently had its future secured by
Vectis Gliding Club who are running the airfield as an airtow gliding site.

There are many B&Bs and Campsites locally should you
prefer. There is a B&B just off of the airfield but
availability is not known at time of going to print.

Gliding operates on the south side of the concrete runway
30/12 and the rally will be accommodated on the north side.
The radio will be manned for the weekend and rally traffic
and gliding operations will be worked in turn . Bembridge
Radio Frequency is 123.250.
There is a parallel grass runway on the south side of the
concrete and a limited short crosswind grass runway. All
powered circuits should be flown to the north of the
airfield.
CAUTION: If a strong southerly wind is blowing pilots
may experience wind shear or curl-over from the nearby
hills and from the adjacent hangar and Propeller Inn. Be
ready for a go-around!
It will be grass parking with very limited hard available.
The grass area is slightly uneven in places but no worse
than some places we’ve been. Ground handling will be by
the usual team – be prepared to be sorted on parking.
Due to the gliding activity there are to be NO overhead
joins, and NO dead-side joins or let downs either.

Accommodation: Camping is available with your aircraft
and will be free of charge. No overnight fee UNLESS you
stay Friday night then a contribution will be asked.

At the event: There maybe possibility of glider experience
flights at a reduced rate but this is yet to be confirmed.

Although we have previously focussed on the RZ, those not
planning to enter the zone should be aware that the airspace
surrounding it is likely to become congested. Benson and
Oxford down to Farnborough and Lasham will be
particularly constrained and will be covered by Farnborough

Be especially careful if flying along the south coast from
Shoreham eastwards as this is not covered by Farnborough
for this period.
Note that all the other Olympic sites around the UK which
will have RAT(S) identified by NOTAM and AIC, shown
on systems such as SkyDemon Light amongst others.
All the changes and procedures are notified through official
aviation procedures such as the UK AIP (supplements 03, 04
and 06 / 2012) and AICs. The specific website
www.airspacesafety.com/olympics contains extra resources
and a full Olympics airspace guide.
John Broad

Public access airside will be limited but supported viewing
as part of a group may be available depending on available
people. Any person airside is required to walk around the
end of and not to cross the runway., keeping a good look
out for approaching aircraft. If an aircraft is seen to be on
final approach no attempt must be made to cross.
Things to do: There is a pub with great food (The Propeller
Inn) and local ales on site who will provide a BBQ for
Saturday night for additional cost. There is also the
possibility of live music on the night too (or feel free to
bring your own musical instruments!)
The event is the same weekend as the IoW Steam Railway’s
1940’s weekend and we are investigating the possibility of
a vintage bus being able to shuttle those wanting to go from
the Rally to the Railway (and back!).
The nearest beach is about a 20 minute walk and the town
of Bembridge is about the same. There is the local
attraction of the Bembridge Windmill nearby too.

Landing fee: £10 for members, on production of your
membership card. Normal rates for non members (So
remember your membership card). European visitors on
submission of a Gendex will be charged as members. When
sending the Gendex form to Hampshire Police Special
Branch please forward a copy to the gliding club in order
that they are aware of your intention to take part.

You will find a reply slip with this issue as it is PPR
required, and pilots are also required to be conversant with
the operating procedures for the airfield which can be found
on the airfield website. These procedures are regularly kept
up to date.

Fuel: At this time there is NO FUEL AVAILABLE. This is
due to licensing issues with the local council and is beyond

Gary Loveday & Abi Reynolds
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The ‘file a flight plan day’ is to be run again soon but you
can also try a template flight plan for often flown routes.
Log onto your AFPEx flight planning account, fill out a plan
and email it to olympicsairspace@caa.co.uk; further details
can be found on the ASI Olympic website. It is important to
follow these instructions and not actually file the plan or you
may cause overdue action to be initiated. For more
information go to: http://inthinkaviation.com/olympics/.

LARS West for the duration of the games; it is important to
call them. Note the relaxation of the London prohibited zone
(P111) by Farnborough to allow the transit of aircraft.
The area to the east has CAS covering Southend and
Manston although there is a crossing service along two
specific GA routings running north and south and allowing
transit of the D138 zone.

The website address is www.vectisglidingclub.co.uk
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or the 60 members and guests, the highlight of the
2012 Awards Night and Annual Dinner, was
undoubtedly guest of honour Air Marshal Clifford Spink
CB, CBE, FRAeS, RAF Rtd and his wife Caroline. Cliff’s
talk kept us riveted with first-hand experiences including
dodging incoming Scud missiles in Kuwait, intercepting
Russian bombers and over two decades of flying delectable
warbirds including both the Spitfire and Messerschmitt
109!

Awards Night and Annual Dinner 2012

The award recipients are laid out below, but a couple of
highlights should be noted including the award of the
George Davidson Cup to Sywell stalwart Chris Parker. A
few years ago when I was privileged to receive the award,
Chris, a previous recipient called it “the good egg-cup”. I
am therefore delighted that Chris - the ultimate good egg makes club history by becoming the trophy’s first-ever
double recipient!

Presented to Jonathan Smith and Steve Le-Vien for their
services as Air Traffic Controllers to the safe running of
numerous events. Due to illness Jonathan was unable to
attend, and the clubs wishes for a speedy recovery were
passed on.

Meanwhile Photographic Shield winner Ron Smith
generously donated a stunning air-to-air image of one of
Kevin Crumplin’s Tiger Moths, to auction for Club funds.
The top bidder, Captain Joe Dible then equally generously
donated the picture back to the Club, whence we awarded
it to dinner organiser Pete Smoothy in tribute to all his hard
work. It was proof indeed that “a good time was had by
all”!

George Davidson Cup

John Edwards Trophy

John Blake Rosebowl

Desmond Penrose Trophy

Ernie Lingard Trophy

Presented to Kevin Crumplin for his restoration of three
vintage Tiger Moths at Henstridge. Kevin was unable to
attend the dinner and the presentation was carried out by
Ron Smith on our behalf. Our thanks go to VAC member
Neil Wilson for the photograph.

Presented to Chris Parker to acknowledge his work in the
setting up of the trust to ensure the continued presence of
the Miles Messnger G-AKIN at its Sywell base.

Presented to Matthew Boddington and Steve Slater for the
restoration of the BE.2c back to airworthiness.

Presented to Abi Reynolds in recognition of her work to
improve the club’s merchandising.

It was not possible to present the following awards on this
occasion but they will be presented at some point in the
near future.

VAC Photographic Shield

Alan Clewley Trophy.

Dennis Fry Cup
This will be presented to Alan Gray for his support of VAC
events either in the Auster G-BEAH or by car.

Tony Harold Memorial Trophy

VAC Group Trophy
This will be presented to the Aberdeen Auster Group who
fly their Auster to various events throughout the United
Kingdom.

Awarded to Mark Miller for his comprehensive articles
provided for Vintage and Classic.
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Presented to Pete Smoothy in recognition of many years of
outstanding and consistent airmanship.

Presented to Ron Smith for his superb photographs of three
newly restored Tiger Moths.

Report Steve Slater and Paul Loveday
Photographs Paul Loveday and Neil Wilson
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The AERONautical Corporation of America

T

he AERONautical Corporation of America was formed
in 1928 by a group of businessmen in Cincinnati, Ohio
to develop and market light aircraft designed by Jean A
Roche. One of Roche’s designs became the prototype C2.
The company’s first 2 successful designs were the C2 and
C3 high wing monoplanes built on the world’s first aircraft
production line. The ‘bathtub’ or ‘Airknocker’ as they were
affectionally known, were versatile and even flew using skis
or floats. Aeronca developed their own engine, the E107, as
few suitable power plants were available at the time. This
engine was developed into the E113 (36hp) and finally the
E113 C which could stretch to 45hp.
From September 1936 production of the C3 model was
started in Peterborough, Lincolnshire, at the old WW1
aircraft factory of Frederick Sage and Company and this
British variant had minor changes to the original design and
was marketed as the Aeronca 100.

G-IVOR Aeronca 11AC Chief (photo by Ed Hicks)

The Aeronca Club of Great Britain is 20

O

n Thursday 28th June 2012 The Aeronca Club of Great
Britain is 20 years old. Since the Clubs formation in
1992 at an Air Britain fly-in at White Waltham airfield the
Club has grown to become the major UK anchor point and
information reference source for all Aeronca types and their
subsequent descendants. The first man in the driving seat
was Alan Biggs who was ably assisted by John Broad and
Roger Jones, the then editor of the PFA magazine and
owner of Aeronca Chief ‘Fat Bullet’. Due to family holiday
commitments in France I missed the inaugural event at
White Waltham but I joined the team on my return and our
next successful Club fly-in was at Oaksey Park on August
1st 1993 with 13 aircraft present. As the Club grew so did
the number of meetings each year and we now arrange
about six or seven fly-ins a year and although we like to
return to our favourite venues, we do try out new airfields
each season. A fly-out to France or Ireland is always a
highlight on our calendar of events and is enjoyed by many
a first timer across the water.
Having a healthy experience bank within the Club we are
able to help and shepherd our newer members on these
foreign trips.
Our Aeronca themed events around the country attract
pilots flying other classic types because they enjoy the basic
grass roots fun flying that has become the Club’s hallmark.
Our foreign sorties take on the form of a tour of airfields
and this is usually themed each year but we are quite fluid
and our plans do change when the weather intervenes.
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The majority of our aircraft are on a LAA permit, which
enables us to self, maintain and get to know our mounts
more intimately. We are registered as a LAA Type Club
and this is also a bonus for the important issue of being able
to join as a single voice with similar clubs to fight our
corner in any future aviation related issues.

Only about 24 were produced due to the troubled times in
the mid to late 1930’s but interestingly one of them is still
flying in Yorkshire and another two are in the rebuild stage.
Back to America and after the ‘bathtub’ and through
various pre-war models, the K, the low wing L type and then
the model 50 which developed into the pre war Chief and
Super Chief models. There were tandem seat variants, which
were also developed for military purposes as the Defender.
The military variant was extended to become a training

glider by grafting on a new glazed nose and designating it
the TG- 5.
The Aeronca Company also built 995 Fairchild PT 19 and
PT 23 primary trainers for the war effort.
Post-war the company leapt into production with the tandem
7AC Champion and side-by-side 11AC Chief and each of
these were developed with larger engines and some
Champions were later adapted for military service as the
L16.
The Sedan, a four seater, was built in smaller numbers and
proved very suitable for bush flying on skis and floats as
well as a landplane. Other models were flown including the
twin-engine Lancer, low wing Arrow and Chum but
Aeronca suffered like many companies during that late 40’s
early 50’s period and chose to change tack and come out of
aircraft production.
Subsequently the tandem 7 Series fuselage was put back into
production by Bellanca and then Champion, updated and
now known as the Citabria, Decathlon. Scout etc. More
recently again the American Champion Company has once
again resurrected the tandem designs and they produce
superb touring and aerobatic aircraft for the pilots of today.
Aeroncas still live on!
Pete White

An Aeronca Club committee was formed to conform to our
PFA/LAA title and although it has been muted that over the
years I have run the Club as an old fashioned dictatorship,
truthfully I would be lost without the valued help and
support of the guys on the committee. Thanks go to Alan
Crutcher, Reg McComish, Rich Valler and Les Richardson
for filling this vacuum.
We stay in touch using e-mails, the occasional newsletter
and our web site, www.aeronca.co.uk which is being
revamped by Chief owner, Jon Turner, the latest recruit to
the team. Another valued and well used Club resource is
our e-mail information and request service which has many
satisfied customers literally all over the world.
During this special year each of our events will be
dedicated to our 20th Anniversary . But the most important
fact of all is that as a Club we have loads and loads of fun.
Fun flying Aeroncas, Fun maintaining Aeroncas and Fun
talking about Aeroncas.
Pete White

G-BTNO Aeronca 7AC Champion
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I LEARNED ABOUT LEARNING TO FLY FROM THAT! (Pt.1)

L

et me first introduce myself. I’m Rob Thomasson and
I’ve been flying since 1984 on a variety of types from
gliders to microlights. I bought an Auster Aiglet three years
ago but more on that later! But before any of us can fly we
have to learn how, and my adventures may cause some
amusement to others.
I was always interested in aircraft from childhood but like so
many, money was a limiting factor. I fancied the RAF as a
career but at 6 feet 5 they didn’t fancy me. Something about
leaving my legs behind if I ejected I gather.
In the late 70s I went gliding with a friend and loved it. I had
one heck of a problem holding airspeed but fortunately we
hit wave lift which meant we got up for over an hour during
which time I got the hang of it. We flew a few more times
together but one day I got the club yahoo as my instructor.
How he ever got an instructors ticket is one of the mysteries
of the universe as he regarded students as a way of getting
someone else to pay for his flying. He decided to demonstrate his “great” ability by taking control and doing a dive at
the face of the ridge. Well as I was paying for this I thought
I’d get some fun out of it too and when he came to the pull
up he found the stick was a bit reluctant to move. This was
because I had my hand behind the one in my cockpit. When
the screams got loud I relented and let him pull up. He was
apoplectic when we got down but as I pointed out the CFI
might like to know when beat ups entered the training syllabus so I won that one.
In 1984 I was introduced by a friend to microlights which on
my BBC salary was all I could afford. The Beeb had a flying
club which was subsidised but it was a case of go and get
your licence and then fly the plane. I decided I still wanted to
eat so that was a no, no.
So off I went to the microlight school full of hope and enthusiasm. Things were very laid back in those days. All the instructors had started on hang gliders and there were no intercoms. As a result I misheard an instruction to fly over the
local synagogue which I did. Ooops what he’d actually said
was “don’t fly over the synagogue!
Later on my nav training consisted of being asked if I could
read a map. When I replied ‘yes’ rather doubtfully I was sent
off on a cross country to a place called Stock about 25 miles
away. Halfway there I got a bit engrossed in the map and on
looking up it was wall to wall Lancaster! Thoughts of time
warps and getting to fly a Spitfire were soon dispelled when
I realised it was the BBMF. So if you’re going to have an
airprox, do it in style! The guy in the top turret gave me two
fingers as they went past which I thought was more than fair.
I’d been told about Notams but that was about it. We had no
access to them and everybody just shrugged their shoulders
when I asked, so I followed the herd and ignored them.
We had a Yuppy (remember those?) who joined the club and
had the latest everything. Every week he had a new toy bolted to his aircraft which was a bit of a shame as he couldn’t
fly for toffee. At 16 hours he wasn’t even near solo which
was a lot in those days. I’d just rigged my single seater and
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he asked me how many hours, I had to which I replied eight.
He asked full of derision why I’d rigged a single seater to
which I replied I couldn’t afford a two seater. It took him a
while to work out the implications of this. Once his ego had
calmed down he demanded to see my log book. When he
found out I’d gone solo at 4 ½ hours he went ballistic and
stormed off to see the instructor demanding to know why I
was solo and he wasn’t. Dave was a good lad and said it as it
was, He replied, “Because he listens and you don’t!” We
never saw him after that. I can’t imagine why.
I got to Stock and back OK and after a couple of years I had
the required 25 hours in my log book to be told I had to get
them in one year. I’d managed to go solo very quickly which
was a disadvantage as solo hours have a limited shelf life
whereas dual hours last forever. Despite being available to
fly 180 days a year I’d found getting the hours done in one
year impossible as the instructor wouldn’t turn out for one
student. I only found out later this said instructor should also
have been signing my log book as I went along! Ho hum.
About this time I changed jobs and had some more money so
I took up gliding at a well-established club near Basingstoke.
I started with a week’s course and went solo at the end of it.
So I joined up and flew quite happily for about a year. One
day someone asked me how I’d got on with the card system.
I replied “What card system?” It turned out they had a card
with tasks and assessments on it that you had to get an instructor to sign as you went along. Well I was bronze C by
now so it was all irrelevant anyway. Helpfully one of the
instructors signed off the entire card in one go to keep the
CFI from having a brain haemorrhoid.
Things went pretty well for a couple of years until I ended
up in a field one day. It was my first field landing and having
picked stubble and landed without damage I sorted things
out with the Farmer. I was feeling rather pleased with myself
having made the decision to land out for the first time. However the attitude of the CFI was less than helpful when he
retrieved me and I was told to have 6 flights with an instructor before flying solo again. I did think of doing 6 field landings but the instructor was less than keen so we settled for
some practice cable breaks. The club had a long field so we
managed 6 very short flights off 1 cable before we got to the
winch. He said as we had only used one cable I only had to
pay for one launch which was pretty decent of him. Quite
what this taught me about field landings escapes me to this
day. It did however give me some clue as to why there’d
been three people in the trees that year trying to get back to
the airfield when they should have landed out safely.
Shortly after that I moved house and transferred to a club to
the north of London. I’d been there a year or so when I went
on a one week ‘advanced soaring’ course at a ridge site. I
turned up on the Sunday hoping to get a check ride followed
by some great flying in as the weather was perfect. Well it
took till Wednesday to even get airborne and I was less than
impressed. There was no instruction at all and by Friday I
and another guy were bored out of our heads. We’d been
promised a lead and follow exercise on the last day and the
instructor led in the 2 seater. The winch had a tangle and it

took about 20 minutes to clear. When we got airborne we
found the instructor had just kept going. We stooged around
on the ridge for 15 minutes or so and landed back on. After
a cup of tea we went home early having given it up as a
dead loss. Amazingly I was rung up by the club a year later
to ask if I’d like to buy another week which I politely declined.
I used to fly from cloud to cloud in those days but the gliding club near London had a policy of giving the aircraft to
those who were trying to fly the furthest regardless of what
time they arrived. I ended up having to claim to be trying
for silver distance in order to even get a flight. A year or so
later I actually did a cross country and ended up in a field.
The farmer was a nasty piece of work and I had to get the
police in to get the aircraft back. When he complained the
club gave him £50 to shut him up without even talking to
me first. They did take the money out of my flying account
though. I got a right ear bashing and was told I was supposed to arrange a retrieve crew before going cross country
and it was all my fault. Well as I’d retrieved 6 people by
now and this was my first retrieve I thought this was a bit
steep. I was made redundant about that time and stopped
flying for a year or so but the bug was still there. A couple
of years later the club contacted me one day telling me I
was the duty instructor that weekend. I was tempted I must
confess. How many gliders can you land out in one day? In
the end I decided as I wasn’t an instructor and hadn’t actually flown a glider for nearly three years it might be a bad
idea.
I found a new microlight school not far from where I lived a
year or so later. The instructor was great with paperwork
and as a result I got my licence quite quickly. After a while
I obtained my instructors ticket followed by a check pilot’s
authorisation. I bought a 3 axis microlight after a couple of
years which despite only having 10 hours in its log book
had been involved in 3 major accidents all due to pilot error.
Despite this I rebuilt it quite quickly and had it inspected.
All was well and a friend who was 3 axis qualified came
down to test fly it. After a walk around he signed for it.
When I asked him if he was going to fly it he replied “Naff
off! You rebuilt it, you fly it!” So there I was sitting on the
end of the runway in a 3 axis machine having never flown
powered 3 axis in my life, but I reckoned if I regarded the
throttle like the airbrake lever in a glider all should be well.
The MW6 is a pretty forgiving machine and over the next
few weeks I taught myself to fly it. Following on from the
check pilot rating I obtained full test pilots rating on aircraft
up to 450 kg. The exam is open books but took me 30
hours, spread over a month to do. Before anyone laughs at
the thought of a microlight test pilot, like all aircraft they
will bite you if you don’t treat them with respect. One ex
Boscombe Down pilot found this out the hard way when
one injured him rather severely.
I gave that rating back after a year as every plane I went to
fly had potentially fatal flaws on it, despite being signed for
as fit for flight. I had reversed ailerons, doors that fell off
and wheels that split so I decided it was a bit too dangerous
for me. I had a bit of a go at the BMAA about this as I reckoned someone would eventually come a cropper if things
weren’t tightened up. I was all too right on this as a few

months later the wings came off a weightshift due to faulty
maintenance by an inspector. Shortly after this the BMAA
tightened up their inspector system and I have to say it is
now excellent. After the inspector was charged with unlawful killing after a huge series of errors the rest quite understandably became a little cautious. As a result getting the
MW6 inspected was now quite difficult. I did have one inspector who managed to damage a spat, break an aileron
and demand the wiring diagram be presented to him in autocad format. I removed him rather permanently from my
Christmas card list at this point.
A couple of years later I decided to go to NPPL and to get a
tailwheel rating at the same time. My local airfield is only
15 minutes drive away and has a super Cub on their books.
Off I went to find trying to get hold of the owner was as
difficult as getting hold of Osama Bin Laden. Phone calls
were never returned and calling in a the airfield was a waste
of time too. I wrongly came to the conclusion it wasn’t really for hire and was a way of the owner getting free hangerage and reduced landing fees. A week or so later the owner
rang me up and explained he’d been on holiday. Ho Hum.

The other problem is I’m tall as the RAF pointed out. The
vast majority of group A types are too small in the cockpit
and despite some wag suggesting I flew a DC3 from the
back I spent some time looking for one I can actually fit in.
In the end I bought an Auster Aiglet as it’s aerobatic to a
degree and would fit in my hanger without me having to
move the walls. I bought one as a project and managed to
get the use of a converted cowshed at a strip close to home.
The owner had 3 aircraft to her name and all went well on
the restoration. She said she was going to revalidate her
instructor rating so all should be well. To be taught on the
plane I was going to fly and on the strip I would be using.
What more could you ask? I managed to find an inspector
and instructor who I was told knew Austers. I rang him up
and said I was restoring one not far away. “Ah” he replied,
You’ll be Rob Thomasson with AMYD then.” So news
travels fast in the Auster club! It also turned out he had
owned several and learned to fly on them. ……………...

Rob Thomasson
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Permit Aircraft to France
LAA Success!

Some of the 2012 Events in detail
VAC EVENTS

Air-Britain Classic Fly-In

Luscombe Rally 2012

This event will beheld on Saturday 9th - Sunday 10th June
at North Weald Airfield. Themes of the event will be 75
years of the Piper J3 Cub and the 20th Anniversary of the
Aeronca Club (GB).

The VAC will be participating in the Luscombe Rally at
Oaksey Park over the weekend Friday 10th to Sunday12th
August 2012. As with all such events Saturday 10th will be
the main day. It is proposed to hold the VAC Spot Landing
competition and hopefully it will be won by a VAC pilot!

All airborne arrivals are strictly PPR, the airfield being
open 09.00 - 19.00. No landing fees.

Joint Event with the Pietenpol Club
The Pietenpol Club have invited the VAC to their Vintage
meeting at Bicester over the weekend of 16th—17th June.
In addition to offering a rare chance to fly into this historic
grass aerodrome which has remained unchanged since the
start of WW2, Windrushers Gliding may also offer
members a chance to experience soaring flight during the
day too!

OTHER EVENTS

Stoke Golding Stake-Out
A very popular two day event held at this grass strip near
to the Leicester / Warwick border which members of the
VAC have enjoyed in the past. This is a grass roots type of
aviation meeting which does not disappoint.
Saturday evening has live entertainment with a Hog Roast
provided by a local farmer, a real ale bar, and you can
camp on the field if you wish. Saturday 4th and Sunday 5th
of August are the dates this year

fter much discussion between the Light Aircraft
Association and the European Federation for Light,
Experimental and Vintage Aircraft, and with the RSA in
France; the UK Civil Aviation Authority and the French
Direction Générale de l’Aviation Civile have at last reached
agreement on allowing nationally approved amateur build,
factory-built light aircraft and microlights, to operate freely
and without prior permission within each other’s airspace
for a period of up to 28 consecutive days.
LAA Chairman, Roger Hopkinson, commented “I am
delighted that the CAA and the DGAC have demonstrated a
proportional and pragmatic approach, simplifying
requirements where it is demonstrably safe to do so. This
has resulted in a wholly satisfactory conclusion. It is
particularly notable that all discussions have been positive
and constructive, and I would like to thank those involved at
both Authorities.”

All UK owners of LAA and CAA Permit to Fly aircraft
should check that their particular aircraft is approved as part
of this agreement before flying to France and ensure they
understand the conditions associated with the cross border
arrangement. A translation of the French documentation and
the aircraft list will shortly be available on the LAA
website. www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
“I hope it will encourage not only more of our members to
venture into France, but also encourage more French pilots
to come to British events.” (Such as our International Fly-In
at Bembridge perhaps?)

Steve Slater

LAA Devon Strut

Abingdon Air and Country Show
This very popular show will be held on Sunday 6th May at
the former RAF Abingdon. The event is run in order to
raise funds for the Air Ambulance, and as well as an air
display there will be a large number of ground events.

A

The LAA Devon Strut will be holding an event at Bodmin
Airfield in Cornwall on Saturday 5th May.
This year is Bodmin’s 40th year and part of the celebration
is a Twinning Fly-in Event with Compton Abbas Airfield
in Dorset.

Aeronca Club Dates 2012
LAA Rally 2012
The 2012 listing of the events of the Aeronca Club are
now available on their website. aeronca.co.uk
In The US Classics Fly-In we are bringing back what was a
favourite event and we wish it to reach all those pilots
flying any US Classic and Vintage types built before 1965.
The event will be held at Badminton on Saturday 19th
May 2012

The 2012 LAA Rally will be held at Sywell over the
weekend of Friday 31st August to Sunday 2nd September.

FANCY JOINING US AT A VAC FLY-IN?

W

e thought it might be useful to remind both members
new and old, the correct procedure for joining our fly
-in events. All VAC fly-ins are strictly Prior Permission
Required (PPR), either by a booking form such as those in
the magazine or by a telephone call to the host airfield,
bearing in mind that special procedures may be in place for
the event.

991545 for the duration of the event. He will provide
weather and airfield information if required, but it should
also be noted that a call to this number does not constitute
prior permission to attend.

In addition, at VAC-organised events, our Safety Officer
Dave Norris will also man the VAC Event Mobile 07731

Steve Slater
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Look forward to seeing you at a fly-in this season!
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Al Mathie
Those of you who knew Al will be saddened to learn of his untimely death on Saturday 28th January in an accident at Priory
Farm, Norfolk.
Al was not just a pilot but a life-long aviator who loved what he did. In a career which took him from being a fast-jet jockey
in the RAF during which time he flew Hunters in Aden in 1965-67. He also flew the Jaguar for many years, when on one
occasion he experienced an ‘open-cockpit’ Jaguar flight, when the canopy departed the aeroplane on departure from Valley.
Al landed safely after a quick circuit, but was then aggrieved to find his only way to get back to Coltishall was in a Wessex,
thereby missing “Happy Hour” in the mess bar! Al was Officer Commanding operations at Coltishall having also flown
Jaguars with No.4 Sqn at Gutersloh in Germany, and did an exchange posting with the French on F100 Super Sabres. He
also instructed on Grobs at RAF Wyton and served the GA community as an LAA coach.

Al was an active member of the PFA/LAA, looking after his Taylor Monoplane (G-DBNC) and Andreason biplane (GAYFV) and for nearly 40 years Al had an involvement with Austers, beavering away quietly behind the scenes helping out
fellow Auster owners.
He accumulated more experience than most of us can readily imagine. As an enthusiastic and active member of the Auster
Club, Al was well-known around the UK and beyond. His own Auster, based on his home strip at Brook Farm in Norfolk,
was a frequent visitor to VAC fly-ins.

James Arthur Espin 1930-2012
James Arthur Espin born 11th June 1930 to Elizabeth & Arthur Espin in Southport, Lancashire, England.
As a young man Jim helped his father and worked with early tractors such as single cylinder Marshalls, Fords and
Fergusons but David Browns were his firm favourite. He worked many of the early DB models and had a new Cropmaster
Diesel with which his success in ploughing matches culminated in winning the All England Championship in 1951. Jim
also demonstrated David browns for the company in England and in 1953 in Ireland.
In 1953 Jim met his wife Margaret at a dance while living near Wincanton in Somerset. They were married in Bourton
Church in Dorset in 1955 and started married life on a farm in Lower Foyle, Hampshire.
Jim qualified for a Private Pilots Licence, training at Weston-Super-Mare and concluding at Thruxton Airfield. He bought
his first aircraft in 1972, a Beagle Pup 100, followed by a Jodel 1050 which he imported from France, renovated and
obtained British registration. Both were sold and Jim bought his much loved red and white Currie Wot Biplane.
Jim joined the Barnstormers Flying Circus and flew in the 1974-76 air display seasons, entertaining crowds all over the
country. His career as a display pilot was cut short due to his commitment to his next project, Popham Airfield.
During the early 1970’s, the need for an airfield specifically for private leisure pilots and home built aircraft became
overwhelming. Jim took-up the quest and bought 31 acres of land including 21acres of Hazel copse woodland alongside the
A303 in 1974.

His biggest frustration for many years was that his Auster (G-AIGF) was not eligible for an LAA permit. In 2009, Al was
the unsung hero of the Auster transfer from C of A to Permits to Fly. With his knowledge of Austers and the LAA permit
system he produced Auster Airworthiness Compliance Reports taking the huge workload off the LAA engineers, which
helped enormously to speed up the transfer. He travelled all over the country to speak with people and to check for himself
any differences in types of Austers and produced meticulous records of his findings.

Years of hard work, with Margaret’s support and help from members of the Popular Flying Association, cleared the trees
but the battle with the planning authorities was much harder. Jim passionately and cleverly conducted his own case at the
weeklong planning enquiry supported by many friends and pilots. Justice prevailed and planning permission was granted in
1978. The ‘Popham Period’ was probably the greatest years of Jim’s life. He flew many different types including
Homebuilt, Aerobatic and Vintage aircraft.

Al compiled records of when each of over 100 Austers would need to be transferred as their C of As lapsed, enabling the
LAA Engineering staff to programme them into their busy schedules. Without Al's work, the job of transferring the Austers
would have taken much longer.

Thousands of people, including many non-pilots, have experienced the joy of powered flight from Popham and continue to
do so to this day. Without Jim’s stubborn, dogged determination, Popham would not exist.

The high levels of competence and enthusiasm that Al instilled into all who flew with him will remain as an invaluable legacy to general aviation. More importantly, the infectious enthusiasm that Al and his wife and long-time flying partner Dot,
brought to every get-together, will be forever missed.
Steve Slater and Alan Gray
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Jim passed away quietly in his sleep at home on the evening of the 1st February 2012 with his wife Margaret and other
family members close by.

Trevor Espin with help from Margret, Clifford and Susan
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FIXING THE P12 COMPASS

TOTAL AVIATION OIL
All Grades from “Straight 80” to High Performance Multigrades
From 1 litre bottles to 208 litre drums
Approved by Continental and Lycoming
Available from stock for immediate dispatch
Free delivery to UK Mainland addresses
Great prices - we buy in bulk so that you save ££££s

Contact Pete Smoothy on 01 296 714 900
Airworld UK Ltd, Winslow
www.airworlduk.com

A

my’s compass was a bit hard to see even in good light
so I decided to take it home and sort it. The snow outside
the hanger meant I wasn’t too keen on doing it there. Three
bolts and it was out but the luck didn’t last!
Once it was home in the warm I started taking it apart. The
first sign of problems was that the ring of small set screws
that holds the black ring on was missing a few. Well quite a
lot really! However that came off ok.

On the base of the unit is a bellows assembly to allow for
the expansion of the fluid with temperature. We pulled this
down gently with the little ring on the base and filled it up.
We got a good seal on the glass and the repainted indicator
and guide wires looked loads better. We even repainted the
big letters on the dial to make it look nice.

Next we found a brass ring that holds the glass down. This
was ok but clearly sealed with some kind of bathroom
sealant.

However we had a trace of fluid on the back. Closer
examination showed the bellows assembly was leaking
where it joined the main casing. This was due to the
phantom bathroom sealer having been there again. I’m told
the bellows was originally soldered to the casing as they
are both brass, so why they de-soldered it I have no idea!

We carefully prised the glass off and collected the fluid in a
bowl. I don’t think this was the right stuff as it smelt of
germoline and was a nice rosy wine colour!

We finally got all the sealant off and stopped the leak by
fastening the bellows down properly with the use of a large
soldering iron.

Next the indicator bit came off the spindle once we’d
undone the locknut. The indicator arms were a dull yellow
and not luminous anymore.

This was all rather odd as there has been naff all bodgery
done on Amy’s airframe over the years. The engine was a
different matter of course as the CAA approved
organisations had done several nasties here.

A small brush and some best humbrol soon had it all
looking better. We decided on a water alcohol mix as what
was in there was not paraffin for sure. The snag was as we
didn’t have a new O ring to seal the face getting it bubble
free was not going to be easy as any fluid on the sealant
would cause a leak later.
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Still if it ever stops snowing/raining I won’t get lost now.

For all your aviation related books,
visit Tim in the hangar
atTurweston.
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